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The Power of the Crowd for an Active City Agenda
Biking. Walking. Parks & Rec. Public Spaces.

GET
CONNECTED

1. Be Inspired
If Toronto can make their bike
infrastructure beautiful, can't Ottawa do
the same?
Should we start with the O'Connor or
Laurier bike lanes?

2. Be Connected
Some of what the community has been talking about recently.
The new Civic hospital campus proposal is to replace part of the existing
Trillium multi-use pathway with a 2500-car parking garage.
Let's get public toilets into the city's upcoming Official Plan. (Good work,
GottaGoCampaign!)
Are the new bike lanes open on Bay Street (north of Laurier in both
directions)? Sort of, but not yet officially.
Bike Minds storytelling took place on June 24 (replay to be posted) with
some amazing and inspiring stories about leadership in cycling.

3. Be Entertained
Watch this 21-second hyperlapse of
the Queen Elizabeth Driveway from
Bank St to Fifth Ave.
Keep an eye on the ratio of active users
to cars (no need to count the guys in the
canoe) and ask: wouldn't it make
sense to extend the QE road closure
to Bank St or Dow's Lake?

4. Be Heard
The Powers That Be do listen to public feedback. Tell them what you think.
The Federal Government is conducting a survey on updating the
Parliamentary Precinct. Fill out the survey, and perhaps you might want to
suggest bike lanes on Wellington St and more public toilets downtown.
The City of Ottawa is holding public consultations on June 29 at 6pm for
the new Civic campus proposal of the Ottawa Hospital.
The City has also been holding consultations by "transect" on its proposed
official plan, with a final transect discussion for the Inner Urban area
taking place on June 28 at 6:30pm.

5. Be an Agent of Change
Change starts with hundreds of tiny actions by the community. Here are two easy
ways to get started.
1. Consider attending the city consultation on the new Civic development and
speak your mind.
2. Forward this email to one other person who cares about making Ottawa
more active and livable, and suggest they "Join the Discussion".
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